
14)  Would it ever be appropriate to lie to evil men who intend harm against you or others? 
 
 
Consider: 

-  Rahab, in Joshua 2, told an outright lie and practiced deception, yet she is in the genealogy of Christ in 
Mt. 1:5.  

 
-  Perez, son of Judah by Tamar the supposed prostitute, is the result of Tamar’s deception in tricking 

Judah into an incestuous act, yet Judah, Tamar and Perez are all mentioned in Mt. 1:3. See Genesis 
38 
 

-  What should the men in Acts 9:25 have said when they were getting the equipment together to let Paul 
down over the wall, if someone had asked, “Hey guys, what are you doing with that basket and rope?” 

 
-  How should those who were hiding Jews from Germans in WW-II have responded when they were 

asked if they knew anyone who was hiding them? 
 
What are the common denominators in these scenarios? 
 
 
What are the options to telling a lie? 

-  Tell the truth, knowing the probable consequences for another 
 
-  Refuse to tell, and suffer the consequences ourselves which could mean that you lay down your life for 

your brother? See John 15:12-13 and I John 3:13-16) (life, psyche) 
 
-  Tell a half-truth, or less than the whole truth, if we can. Re Moses in a basket, Exodus 2:5-10, was his 

sister being fully honest, or a bit deceptive when she called Moses’ mother? 
 
-  Are there ways to give non-informational answers? 

 
 
 
How would you respond if someone is hiding somewhere on your farm or in your warehouse, and others 
with evil intent ask where they are at? 
 
Are we obligated to yield to the demands/expectations of evil men when they are against the welfare of 
others, especially our brothers and sisters in Christ? 
 
What are some common “little lies” that we might practice? 

-  “Fine thanks, how are you?” 
-  “I’ll be right there.” 
-  “I’m not biased or prejudiced.” 
-  “No officer, I didn’t realize I was speeding.” 

 
 
Interesting reading:  http://www.catholic.com/magazine/articles/is-lying-ever-right 
 
Ken Stoltzfus, 10/27/16 
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